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Help!
A Desperate Plea From South Africa

On my desk is a long list of Dutch sounding names.  They are the names of dead 
descendants of brave, adventurous, and highly industrious Dutch farmers; Boers, who emigrated 
at great expense and a significant amount of trepidation and hardship to the Cape of Good Hope in 
order to take advantage of and contribute to the growing need for victuals by increased European 
shipping which took place between the fabulously rich Spice Islands, those sumptuous islands of 
the Malay Peninsula, the sub continent of India and China; that mysterious nation in the far East.  
When the Boers began to arrive in the Cape in increasing numbers, what they found there was a 
fort and some out buildings established there by a skilled, young Dutch man, Jan van Riebeeck on 
behalf of the East India Trading Company, a consortium of Dutch merchants who were taking 
increasing advantage of the Portuguese discovery that the Cape could be rounded and the Indian 
Ocean safely reached thereby.  The fort and the town which developed there in order to minister 
to the needs of increasing numbers of merchant mariners came to be known as Cape Town.

When the amazing Mister van Riebeeck and his entourage established themselves and 
built the beginnings of what developed into a mighty nation, they found no negroes there.  Black 
people with skins the colour of coal, or so dark blue, they are indigo in colour, did not exist in the 
South Cape of Africa.  In fact, it took a 150 years! of development by the enterprising Hollanders 
before a black man set eyes on a White Man.  One Hundred and Fifty Years!  By that time Cape 
Town was a thriving city and the undeveloped lands grew into huge farming enterprises producing 
high grade beef, mutton, pork, grain, fruit, superb wine, you name it which began to be so 
abundant that the growing state began exporting surplus goods to Europe and thusly increasing 
the wealth of the White people who made so much of a strange land where lions roared and snakes 
slithered about.  The only human beings the Whites encountered in those early days who inhabited 
the Western Cape and the Kalahari were the Khoi Khoi and the San; who the Whites collectively 
called, Hottentots.  These indigenous people are brown skinned and not genetically related in any 
way to the blacks of Central and Sub Saharan Africa; the nearest tribes to the expanding nations 
of South Africa being the Bantu and Xhosa; two very dangerous adversaries who began to become 
a very serious problem for the Boers, since those stone aged savages began to steal cattle and 
murder Whites in barbaric ways once the contact had begun.  

In the North Eastern area of the developing nations, SA and Rhodesia precious metals and 
stones were found.  Of course, the moment such things are discovered, a certain group of 
internationalists take notice.  A significantly powerful cabal of those vermin were centered in the 
City of London and they cast covetous eyes in the direction of the Land Which the Boers Built.  
Their voracious little queen rubbed her tiny hands together and authorized the invasion of South 
Africa and Rhodesia; invented concentration camps, and given the British Empire’s wealth and 
production facilities, plus its large quantity of human fodder, committed horrific atrocities against 
the Boers, starving their women and children to death in camps which the National Socialists 
most certainly never created but were a significant feature of Communist USSR, where the 
International Vermin murdered upwards of 140 MILLION Christians!  Many in ways which make 
the Visigoths or the Catholic Psychopaths of the Spanish Inquisition appear to be gentle saints in 
comparison.  Eventually the Boers could not do it any longer and they lost the wealth they and 
their ancestors had wrought from a hostile nature and tamed her to become something truly 
incredible in the histories and herstories of this planet.
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Eventually, as the fraud of Demon Ocracy totally corrupted the minds and hearts of people 
world wide, especially White People, they gradually have lost most of their countries to the 
machinations of those ‘merchants,’ those International Banksters who have impoverished millions 
and reduced their once proud nations to debt slavery who must obey their Talmudic Masters; 
those Children of Satan whom Jesus of Nazareth clearly identified and was murdered by them 
because of that and have convinced the weak of mind and dull of spirit that Our Father in Heaven 
committed the horrific tortuous murder of His Son in order to be moved to forgive us for our sins.  
Think of that and what an incredible Jewish lie that is; taking the responsibility for the crucifixion 
of Jesus of Nazareth off the shoulders of the Pharisees and Sadducees; those Judaics who were not 
called Jews until the late 17th Century when that moniker began to appear in the English lexicon.  

The Talmud teaches that the law for the Jew is that he must lie, cheat, steal, and even kill 
Goyim.  Goyim are, ‘animals in human skin.’ Goyim are Gentiles; those of us who do not subscribe 
to the Judaic psychopathy.  Brown and black skinned people are even more animals, as far as 
Judaics are concerned and hence, such people, if they are a problem can be easily exterminated 
with diseases for which they have no immunity.  Hence, Small Pox was introduced to the 
INDIGENOUS people of the Cape and upwards of 90% of those Khoisan were murdered and their 
populations became very marginalized and further subjected to the most degrading conditions; 
nothing they came to because of anything they did.  The fact that those people are poor, is not 
because they lack intelligence.  Those Khoisan were impoverished because they were destroyed 
and reduced to tiny numbers with no strength to withstand the destruction of their ways of life; 
traditions which spanned millennia in that region of the world.  Indeed, geneticists claim that the 
Khoisan carry some of the oldest DNA on the planet.  Their roots go very, very deep in the region 
which is now trying desperately to secede from a criminal, Communist South Africa ruled over by 
negroes; Bantu, Xhosa, Zulu, and others; people who are interlopers and have no claim to 
anything to do with South Africa.  Because of Demon Ocracy, eventually some very traitorous 
White Men in the government of the nation sold out the Boers and allowed a slimy little weasel; 
indeed a convicted psychopathic killer to become the president of South Africa and killing of White 
People began in earnest.  Now, two decades later, since the terrorist Nelson Mandela, may his 
name live in infamy, more than 80,000 White People have been murdered by blacks in the most 
horrific manner possible.  Just imagine an electric drill being applied to your knee.  That is what 
is happening in South Africa today and everyday.  As I told you, on my desk is a long list of names 
of dead White People who were subjected to the most gruesome torture and murder; their flesh 
eaten by Diabolical cannibals with a very low IQ and extremely high propensity for violence; all of 
them having been indoctrinated to believe that White People are the reason for their lack of brain 
power and inability to take care of themselves.  Of course those Commie Chimp hybrids of the ANC 
do not recognize the Judaic as the source of the problems because those Spawn of Lucifer look just 
like White People, being Khazars from central Europe.  Unless this common enemy is clearly 
identified and dealt with as all vermin must be dealt with, the problems we have, not only in 
South Africa, but world wide are going to continue to get worse.  Now is one of those times when 
human beings of good will and courage stand up to the oppressive forces; those principalities who 
are not of this world.  It is time to get the International Banksters off our collective backs and one 
way we can achieve that is to take a strong stand and support the noble idea of a new state 
founded on those Christian Principles of the Golden Rule and the Ten Commandments which are 
the foundations of the mighty White Nations which nurtured those incredible human beings who 
essentially built the modern world and made life better for so very many of us everywhere 
including Central and Sub Saharan Africa; now crumbling back to Fourth World status as 
Communist negroes have taken over.

In order for the United State of Good Hope to achieve her independence from the criminal 
Pretorians she has to be recognized as an independent nation by one other independent nation.  
Such a nation has stepped forward but the proviso is, the letter of recognition has to be fetched 
and that will cost money; something not abundantly available to those trying so very hard to 
make a safe place for all people of good will and the only refuge for the Boers, who will most 
certainly be exterminated come December when the land grab policy goes into effect at the behest 
of President Zuma, another black murdering psychopathic narcissist much like that Mugabe 
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creature in, what was once a White Nation, now a Fifth World slum where money is not worth a 
sheet of toilet paper thanks to the incredible brain power of the interlopers who stole the once 
proud nation away from those who built it and made it great.  President Zuma, who now owns a 
half billion dollar private jet, thanks to the SA taxpayers; many of those White People now living 
in squatter camps because all their job prospects have been removed by the Communist 
criminals, has been openly filmed singing the, Kill the Boers, song at political rallies.  A blood bath 
is imminent and time is of the essence if any Whites are to be saved.

Hence a call for help has come to assist with the procurement of at least $3000 USD to 
immediately enable the fetching of the recognition letter.  Without that letter, the United State of 
Good Hope will only remain a righteous and noble idea but will not come to fruition in time.  This 
call for help is urgent.  Very, very urgent.

In order to give you an overstanding of the fund raising issue is that there are factions 
within the secessionist state and in the ANC government who see attempts at fund raising as some 
sort of way for the Khoisan Royal House to enrich itself. This is blatant nonsense of course, but 
you, who have lived for a while know full well that in any barrel of delicious apples one can often 
find some rotten ones.  It’s those those rotten human apples in the sturdy barrel of righteousness 
who are preventing the realization of a potential shining beacon to the world and all people who 
love freedom and the opportunity to achieve greatness and not be burdened with the anchor of the 
International Banksters and their nefarious schemes to impoverish people and their nations with 
fiat money not worth the paper it is printed on but costs us all our tangible assets.  Indeed the 
tangible assets of the Boers; the White People who built South Africa and Rhodesia has been 
almost completely stolen away from under them with the full support of Communist criminals who 
were indoctrinated with Marxist sophistry and are too stupid to realize what a pile of judaic crap 
that all is.  Believe me, I have done graduate work in Marxism and I tell you without 
equivocation, it is Talmudic clap trap and a disastrous political system for those of us who love 
freedom.

Communism is a Judaic invention and is meant to develop circumstances in which 
tyranny is openly practiced in order to achieve the end goal; the complete eradication of private 
property and total subjugation of the people to the state.  The end justifies the means, according to 
Communists.  Any means are all right, especially if those means result in a diminution of the 
opposition and that is White Christians such as the Boers of South Africa.

The United State of Good Hope is a possible final ‘kick at the cat’ in which White Christian 
people, indeed ALL people of good will, be they Black, Brown, White or Yellow skinned can have a 
nation in which the Internationalists can not function and everyone has an opportunity to thrive 
under a benevolent government which will not tolerate Communism and other subversive ideas to 
pollute the nation.  If this great, righteous nation can not rise due to a lack of funds; indeed an 
amount so tiny, some rich Judaics will spend that amount on lunch or a new pair of shoes, we all 
stand to lose; not just in South Africa, but everywhere.  The United State of Good Hope can be the 
example to all of us that it is possible to shrug off the Communist criminals.  This great new nation 
can be the beacon of hope which will encourage everyone to take back control of their lives and 
their nations and free themselves of the anchor which has prevented this planet from becoming a 
Paradise a long time ago.

South Africa physically is a Paradise.  However, due to the interlopers; those Communist 
vermin of the ANC, South Africa is becoming a very dangerous hell hole where 45 million blacks 
are pitted up against 5 million Whites.  Come December, when the land grab begins, there will 
come something dark and sinister over the land and ideas of Paradise will be forgotten as horrific 
violence and rivers of blood; black and White, Khoisan, Indians, Malays, Chinese; all those people 
who are not negroes will be murdered one after another until only blacks are left; and, since they 
are the most racist of all human manifestations, they being members of various tribes will turn on 
each other until only the Zulus will be left in the end and hell will reign supreme in very dark 
place where Ju Ju is the religion and human beings are cooked and eaten without a salad bar.
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